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The life science world is changing. The days of insular industry monoliths 
handling drug and device development completely in-house are over. 
 
The industry is fragmenting: hundreds of ambitious niche start-ups  
and scale-ups are appearing, taking on specialized roles in ever-
expanding and increasingly complex supply chains.  
 
The future of the industry is collaborative, connected and decentralized. 
Needless to say, airtight supplier management is now more crucial than 
it’s ever been.The more you outsource, the more the safety and efficacy 
of your product hinges on your supply chain tactics. 
 
The average life science company now relies on about 600 suppliers. 
Moderna’s COVID-19 vaccine needed over 3000. And supply chain 
disruptions are only increasing year-on-year. 
 
Qualio doesn’t only make software that gives life science companies 
complete supply chain control. We also think it’s crucial to share the  
best practice, expertise and know-how that businesses need to avoid 
supply chain catastrophe, and to make themselves as proactive and 
protected as possible.

Your business is only as strong as its weakest link.  
 
This guide is designed to make that weakest link  
as strong as it can be.

Kelly Stanton
Director of Quality, Qualio
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The modern life science supply 
chain: why is good supplier 
management so important?

end-to-end supply chains

manufacturing

shipping

delivery

installation

training

flexible network design

inventory management 

need for full visibility

increased need of value added services

hub usage

outsource

trade compliance

larger inventories (more SKUs)

smaller orders

cost of capital pressure

multi language packs

IOD

POD

consignment inventory

loaner kits

expiry date 

repack & labelling

decontamination

surgical kit building

software installation

QA inspection of products

consigned inventory management

technical repair

contract research/manufacturing

sterilization 

labelling
country specific 
instructions for use

contract manufacturing

warranty / no warranty 
loaner shipment

central stock

local stock

spare parts management 

technical repair 

after sales support

distributors

export

Regional Distribution Centre

hospitals     ward level deliveries

private clinics

quality management ISO 13485  ICH Q10

technical personnel

white glove deliveries
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commercial log

opportunity for growth

new competitors 

stabilization/decline Western markets 

new products development

value added service

complex supply chains

dependency on IT 

rising costs

more demanding customers

strict regulatory guidelines

visibility

security

availability of Big Data

emerging markets

remote diagnostics

increase of mergers & acquisitions

former distributors

direct sales

home care

combined treatments

nurse support

repair & maintenance

increases in services

stricter SLAs

theft

counterfeit of spare parts

consignment stocks

shipments

tracking & tracing

sales & operations planning

inventory management

spare parts management

optimizing supply chains

order to cash improvement

improving hospital logistics

information management

economies of scale

hospital field engineers

benchmarking logistics KPIs

improve purchasing

lower outstanding capital

lower risks

multi-user hubs

order consolidation

joint purchasing 

ordering through webshops

loaner kits management

consignment inventory management

stock reduction programs

clear trade-offs

improving forecasting

unpredictable behaviour buyers

prediction periodic peaks

forecast sanity check

cost
month end
quarter end
year end

by 3PL company

by consulting company

centralization of stock

frequent warehouse replenishments 

cycle counting

ward replenishment 

white glove deliveries

preventive maintenance

centralization of stock

overnight replenishment

3D printing services

use of barcodes

share information 

tracking devices

lead time
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Global supply chain pressure index

Life science supply chains face the most pressure and complexity in  
history. Life science businesses now rely on hundreds of interacting 
suppliers, around 10% of which are now fully virtual and remote. 

Weak supplier management exposes your organization to the risk  
of multimillion-dollar recalls, reputational damage, fines, and even  
litigation and prison time.

Get it right, and your company unlocks a transparent, collaborative,  
risk-controlled and cost-effective pathway connecting your product  
to its target market.

Standard deviations from average value
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Lack of fully binding quality agreements

 
Poor supplier-customer communication

 
Reliance on regulatory oversight:  
no independent verification

 
One-size-fits-all supplier strategy

 
No on-site audits of key suppliers

 
Weak purchasing controls

 
Undiversified supply chains

7 top supply  
chain mistakes
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3 case studies

An Irish pharmaceutical company outsourced production of its intravitreal 
(in-eye) needle to a supplier. The supplier altered its manufacturing process 
without notifying them, since there was no specific clause in the two 
companies’ quality agreement which would have forced them to.

Without full quality planning or oversight from the customer, the process 
change introduced a new risk of the product’s silicon needle sleeve breaking 
off into a patient’s eyeball during use. A multimillion-€ recall ensued.

A botox company had its needles sterilized by a third-party supplier.  
The supplier changed its sterilization process from radiation to a cheaper 
ethylene oxide gas without notifying. The two parties had no quality 
agreement at all in place. The sterilizing gas left a trace residue with the 
potential to contaminate biologics, affect product usage and cause cancer.

The customer was faced with both a heavy recall cost and the cost of 
sourcing a fresh supplier.

An American alcohol wipe manufacturer supplied GSK, Novartis, Pfizer,  
Bayer and others. They received numerous Form 483 observations across 
multiple audits, mainly for contamination risk. Yet their customers continued 
to work with them as a supplier. In the absence of a FDA warning letter, they 
didn’t even perform an on-site audit.

The wipes were found to be contaminated with bacillus cereus after the 
death of a smallboy in hospital for a routine operation. The wipe company 
was bankrupted and its owner convicted on felony charges, leaving the 
customers to face the liability and ensuing fallout.

1

2

3
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What can we learn?

• Both supplier and customer are at fault

• Binding quality agreements could’ve stopped the first two events  
taking place by forcing the supplier to inform the customer of their 
process changes

• The alcohol wipe manufacturer should’ve had an on-site audit; any  
audit would’ve revealed dirty, contaminated pipes, bare-hand packing  
of  ‘sterile’ product, understaffing, unsuitable plant equipment, and        
staff  who couldn’t speak English (and therefore couldn’t follow the  
QMS’ documented SOPs!)

• The alcohol wipe manufacturer should’ve had an on-site audit; any  
audit would’ve revealed dirty, contaminated pipes, bare-hand packing  
of  ‘sterile’ product, understaffing, unsuitable plant equipment, and         
staff  who couldn’t speak English (and therefore couldn’t follow the  
QMS’ documented SOPs!)

• Customers didn’t audit a highly dangerous supplier because they  
hadn’t received a warning letter - so don’t rely only on a lack of  
warning letters!

• Product liability lawyers will go after the name on the label -  
you! You are liable for a weak supply chain.

Key stat 
15% of medical device Form 483s are caused by poor  
purchasing controls and non-compliance with 21 CFR 820.50
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4 ingredients for airtight  
supplier management

1. Quality agreements (QAgs) 
 
What is a quality agreement?

• Originally established for contract drug manufacture,  
but crucial for medical device supply chains too

• Binding written agreement between supplier  
and customer

• Not mandatory under FDA 21 CFR 211, but mandatory  
under EU GMPs Chapter 7, ICH Q7/Q10 and FDA 21 CFR 820.50

Anna Abram  
Deputy Commissioner for Policy,  

Planning, Legislation & Analysis, FDA

“Complacency is not an option.”
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FDA 21 CFR 200.100 

“Contract manufacturers are an 
extension of [your] own facility.” 

Quality agreements let you be the gatekeeper  
 
You are the gatekeeper of all the services and goods received  
from your suppliers: ingredients, containers, parts, accessories,  
distribution, sterilization, manufacturing.  
 
Your quality agreement is the key to the gate.  
Failure to meet the agreement?  
Gate locked!

Your quality agreements should: 
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Follow the Part 211 structure to ensure nothing’s missed!

2. Audits

Give yourself a ‘right to audit’ clause 
 
“[The supplier] will keep accurate and complete records. 

[Your company] may audit [the supplier] relating to its  
performance under the terms of the quality agreement…”
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What triggers a supplier audit?

Why do we do supplier audits?

General
Packaging & Labeling
Organization & Personnel
Holding & Distribution
Buildings & Facilities
Laboratory Controls
Control of Components
Records & Reports
Production & Process Control
Returned Product/Complaints
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Three reasons for risk-based supplier audits

Richard Chambers 
CEO, IIA

“You can audit anything, but you shouldn’t  
audit everything.

There’s no point focusing on the molehill when 
there’s a mountain.”
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Complete oversight is impossible: pick your battles

Source: Cerulean Associates LLC

Spending 4x your actual service/good costs on compliance is not sustainable 
for any business.

And if you have hundreds of suppliers, there’s simply not enough time in  
the day. A clear, focused and risk-based approach is therefore essential!
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Here we can see how your supplier policy, in this case a digital matrix managed 
in Qualio Suppliers, should provide a risk-based audit requirements structure 
for your different supplier groups. 

For instance, you wouldn’t waste your time auditing a low-risk consultant.  
A high-risk service provider, on the other hand, might need a remote audit  
every 2 years, while a critical distributor demands an annual on-site audit.

Suppliers should never be scored on a ‘pass/fail’ binary. Grading a supplier  
as ‘satisfactory’ or something similar could cause confrontations if something 
were to go wrong. Risk will always be present - no supplier is perfect. Your 
scoring needs to reflect that fact, as we can see in the blue box here.
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Risk factors

Other risks to consider
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Onboard with care

Top tip 
Treat your suppliers like a stock portfolio. Diversify and give yourself 2+ 
suppliers for key parts, components, services, etc. Choose a preferred 
supplier and a back-up, and split orders to maintain minimum order  
volumes with your back-up. 
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5 due diligence areas for onboarding

What to look for in a supplier audit

Remember: absence  
does not equal  
perfection!
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What to look for in a supplier audit

Industry guidance for inspiration

• ISO 19011 

• GHTF guidelines for medical device QMS auditing 

• PIC/S pharmaceutical audit checklist

• WHO good manufacturing practices for biological products 

• WHO good distribution practices for pharmaceutical products 

 
 

https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso:19011:ed-3:v1:en
https://www.imdrf.org/sites/default/files/2022-05/ghtf-sg4-n83-2010-guidelines-for-auditing-qms-part-4-multiple-sites-100827.pdf
https://picscheme.org/docview/4647
https://cdn.who.int/media/docs/default-source/biologicals/gmp/annex-2-who-good-manufacturing-practices-for-biological-products.pdf?sfvrsn=995d5518_2&download=true
https://www.cls.co.at/media/files/who_gdp_tr957_annex5_cls_co_at.pdf
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Audit for quality, not compliance

Then what?
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3. Metrics & data
An audit is your opportunity to set dedicated inspection time for a supplier. 
But there should be a constant ‘bubbling’ of background supplier data you  
can access in real time.  
 
Qualification and monitoring is more than just auditing. Consider how  
you’ll access constant supplier data sets like:

Continuous metric visibility

Keeping a handful of key supplier metrics in your sights will let you keep  
your supply chain health under control and continuously improving. 
Consider metrics like:
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Supplier information you need to record

 

Give yourself a mechanism for quick, easy supplier data access
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4. SOPs
Last but not least, any robust supplier management system needs a set of 
strong standard operating procedures (SOPs) to structure and standardize 
your work.



Call us today
1.855.203.2010 • +353 1 697 1522

See how our supplier 
management software 
gives you automatic 
control and complete 
visibility of your  
supply chain

Schedule a demo with us

https://www.qualio.com/demo?utm_source=content&utm_campaign=CompleteGuideToComputerizedSystemComplianceIn2022&utm_medium=pdf
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